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H I G H L I G H T S

• A large format pouch cell over a wide range of ambient temperatures is characterised.

• The full parameter-set for the model are provided.

• Power and capacity significantly drop by decreasing the ambient temperature.

• The battery optimal operating range is between 25°C - 35°C .
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A B S T R A C T

A 1D electrochemical-thermal model is developed to characterise the behaviour of a 53 Ah large format pouch
cell with LiNixMnyCo1-x-yO2 (NMC) chemistry over a wide range of operating conditions, including: continuous
charge (0.5C-2C), continuous discharge (0.5C-5C) and operation of the battery within an electric vehicle (EV)
over an urban drive-cycle (WLTP Class 3) and for a high performance EV being driven under track racing
conditions. The 1D model of one electrode pair is combined with a 3D thermal model of a cell to capture the
temperature distribution at the cell scale. Performance of the model is validated for an ambient temperature
range of 5°C–45°C . Results highlight that battery performance is highly dependent on ambient temperature. By
decreasing the ambient temperature from 45 °C to 5 °C, the available energy drops by 17.1% and 7.8% under
0.5C and 5C discharge respectively. Moreover, the corresponding power loss is found to be: 5.23% under the race
cycle as compared with 7.57% under the WLTP drive cycle. Formulation of the model is supported by a com-
prehensive set of experiments, for quantifying key parameters and for model validation. The full parameter-set
for the model is provided ensuring the model is a valuable resource to underpin further research.

1. Introduction

Lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries play a key role in emerging electric
vehicles (EVs) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) due to their high
energy and high power density [1]. It has been widely reported that
many of the battery characteristics such as cycle life, reliability, cost,
and in particular energy and power density are highly affected by the
operating temperature [2,3]. The choice of the cell as well as the en-
ergy/power requirement of the pack, define the framework for de-
signing the thermal management system (TMS) [4]. The primary
function of the TMS is to regulate the battery temperature within the
optimum range, typically defined to be between 15 and 35 °C [5,6], and
to ensure battery safety and durability [5,6]. Higher temperatures im-
prove the performance of li-ion batteries due to temperature

dependency of the electrochemical parameters which result in lower
internal resistance. However, higher ambient temperatures are known
to accelerate the degradation rate due to increased side reactions within
the cell [6,7]. Conversely, low temperatures deteriorate cell perfor-
mance mainly due to the reduced reaction kinetics resulting a high
internal resistance [5,6,8]. The impact of low temperature operation is
known to become more severe during periods of high current charging
or “fast charging” that may result in the onset of lithium plating [9].
Many studies in recent years have focused on analysing the thermal
behaviour of the batteries [10]. For example the impact of geometry
and position of the tabs on the temperature gradient of a 10 Ah and 75
Ah has been discussed in Refs. [11,12]. Kim et al. [13] investigated the
thermal behaviour of a 14.6 Ah pouch cell under 1C, 3C and 5C at 25°C.
Taheri et al. [14] used a 2D electro-thermal approach to develop a
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reliable model for a 20 Ah NMC prismatic cell. Wu at al. [15] extended
their research, combining a 2D electro-thermal with a 3D thermal
model and applied it for a 25 Ah pouch cell. They discuss the tab heat
generation as the main source for the temperature non-uniformity
throughout the battery. Samba et al. [16] developed a 2D thermal
model of a 45 Ah cell considering radiation effects, and detailed tab
heat generation. Murashko at al. [17] coupled an equivalent electrical
circuit with a 3D thermal model and validated their model against
experimental data for a 60 Ah pouch cell at 25°C ambient temperature
for a 1C, 3C and 5C current discharge. Bazinski at al. [18] developed an
analytical model to predict the heat generation of a 14.5 Ah LFP cell
under different discharge rates.

Even though the topic of thermal modelling of li-on batteries has
been broadly investigated, relatively few researchers within the litera-
ture have investigated the impact of ambient temperature over a wide
range and most of them are limited to 25°C ambient temperature. In
addition, simple lumped parameter models, such as those presented in
Refs. [19,20], cannot provide sufficient details regarding power/capa-
city loss under different drive cycles/ambient conditions. To capture it,

higher fidelity models, such as electrochemical models are required.
Examples of electrochemical-thermal models validated at 25°C can be
seen in Ref. [15] for a 2.3 Ah LFP cylindrical 26650 type cell operating
up to 10C, a 10 Ah cylindrical LFP (a commercial type 38120) cell
operating up to 2C [21], a 3D model of 10 Ah LFP pouch cell [22], a
15.7 Ah LiMn2O4/graphite pouch cell operating up to 5C [23,24] and a
3D thermal-electrochemical model for a single layer 45 Ah LFP pouch
cell operating up to 4C [25]. As mentioned despite the importance of
the ambient temperature only a few studies considered it. Smith et al.
[26] developed a mathematical model coupling the1D electrochemical
model to the lumped thermal model. They employed temperature de-
pendent electrochemical properties in their model through application
of the Arrhenius expression. Their model was validated for a 6 Ah, LCO/
graphite lithium ion battery at 1C charge and discharge. They have also
adapted the single cell model to model a battery pack containing 72
serially connected cells and the heat generation for a range of driving
cycles and operating temperatures (e.g. −15 to 65°C). Wu et al. [27]
developed a similar model using the same electrochemical parameters
as in Ref. [26] and employed the model for investigation of the load

Nomenclature

List of symbols

Asurf surface area of the cell (m2)
Atab cross sectional area of the tab (m2)
as reaction surface area
bruggn Bruggeman porosity exponent
C +Li concentration ( −mol m )3 
Cp heat capacity (J −kg K( . ) 1  )
D diffusion coefficient ( −m s2 1  )
Eact activation energy
F Faraday's constant ( −C mol 1  )
h heat transfer coefficient W m K( /( . )2 )
I current load (A)
Ipair current of a single-pair electrode (A)
ie ionic current density ( −A m 2  )

electronic current density ( −A m 2  )
i0 exchange current density ( −A m 2  )
jLi reaction current density ( −A m 2  )
k thermal conductivity ( −W m K. ( . ) 1)
ki reaction rate ( − −m mol s2.5 0.5 1)
L thickness of the electrode μm( )
Npairs number of electrode-pairs
Q heat generation W( )
q volumetric heat generation ( −W m 3)

′′q the heat flux at the exposed cell surface
R resistance of the current collector (Ω)
Rc contact resistance between the current collecting tab and

the lead wire (Ω)
Runi universal gas constant − −J mol K( )1 1 
RSEI resistance of the SEI layer ( −cmΩ. 2)
r radial coordinate in spherical particle (μm)
rp particle radius μm( )
T temperature °C
t time (s)
tdif diffusion time (s)
tdis discharge time (s)
+t 0 transference number

Uref i, open circuit potential of the electrodes
UOCV open circuit voltage of the cell
Vt terminal voltage
x local state of charge of the negative electrode
y local state of charge of the positive electrode

Greek letters

α symmetry factor
δcell capacity of a cell Ah( )
ε volume fraction
η overpotential (V )
kD

eff diffusional conductivity −S m( )1 
σ electronic conductivity −S m( )1 
κ ionic conductivity −S m( )1 
ρ Density ( −kg m )3 , resistivity (Ω.m)
ϕ potential (V )
ψ a general parameter

Subscripts/superscripts

a anode
amb ambient
c cathode
cc current collector
e electrolyte
eff effective
elec electronic
f filler
irr irreversible
neg negative
pos positive
r reaction
rev reversible
s solid
sep separator
surf surface
x direction through the cell thickness
y direction along the cell width
z direction along the cell height

Terms and abbreviation

Al Aluminium
Cu Copper
exp experimental
OCV open circuit voltage
sim simulation
SOC state of charge
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